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SEO

Search Engine Optimisation can turn your website from a cyber dust collector into a
powerful lead generation tool. Just because you have a website it doesn't mean that
people can find it online. Some markets have millions of pages competing against
each other and your site needs to be structured and marketed correctly to be visible
in the search engines.

In the past few years there has been a massive shift from offline searching via
products like the yellow pages to search engines. In particular Google dominates
the search market and is the most widely used of all the search engines.

We offer SEO plans to increase your rankings across the major search engines and
bring in targeted leads to your business. You will consult with our SEO consultant to
uncover any potential for your business on the internet and a plan will be set that is
congruent with your unique business.

We have experience in multiple markets internationally and locally. For your
website, it is no longer good enough to just want the number one ranking, we want
multiple listings on the first page of google to continually bring in leads to your
business. You can literally crush your competition with a strong seo campaign.

SEO MELBOURNE

We are a Melbourne based SEO company and the owner Nick Bielawski has
personally lived in Melbourne his whole life. He understands how unique the city is
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and the businesses within it. Your campaign needs to match your unique business
and the customers you are trying to attract. Why would you ?farm' something so
important out to people in other cities or countries that don't understand your
business?
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Contact us to discuss ranking your site on top of the search engines

http://www.recordbusinessgrowth.com.au/contact/

